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Word cloud

THIS VISUALIZATION REVEALS WHAT EMOTIONS AND KEY THEMES THE REVIEWERS MENTIONED MOST OFTEN IN THE REVIEWS. THE LARGER
THE WORD THE MORE IT WAS USED BY THE REVIEWERS WHEN DESCRIBING THE TRACK.

music sounded great amazing vocals beat instrumentals bad energy artist

performance average metal track feel production singing quality drums work vocalist
interesting loved arrangement strong listen pretty good contrast heavy lyrics hard

instrumentation melody intro screaming intense

SONG ANALYSIS

This is generated using a technology that automatically "reads" all of the reviews and identifies which elements of the track the reviewers
are commenting on the most. It then establishes whether the comment is positive or negative, collects all this information and displays
the result as a graph. This analysis is particularly useful to help improve songs or recordings.
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REVIEWS

OVERALL MARKET POTENTIAL

This is the most important commercial indicator for the track. It combines the Track Rating and the Passion Rating to give a definitive
prediction of commercial success within the market.
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SIMILAR ARTISTS

The reviewers considered that this artist had similarities to the artists in the chart below.

“"Enough is Enough" by Within Shadows was a pretty exciting song to listen to. This song was very loud and raucous. The
electric guitars were going crazy all during the song. The singers screamed like monsters.”

“"Enough is Enough" by Within Shadows was a very stimulating heavy metal rock and roll song. The male lead vocalist
screamed his lyrics angrily. The electric guitars played forcefully as well.”

“A hard driving and thrashing metal guitar opening that sets up a vocalist who brings a lot of energy and a fiery mood to the
performance which also has a tight production as well.”



“A hard driving heavy metal guitar shredding in the opening that sets up a vocalist who brings a lot of energy and a fiery mood
to the performance which also has a tight production as well.”

“A very powerful instrumentation marks the appeal of this song but I was also impressed with the vocals because they are
delivered with such conviction and dynamism”

“Enough is enough is exactly how I feel about this song, I just can not seem to like this song for some reason, the
instrumentation was really good though”

“I didn't care for the vocals at all, too much screaming and hoarseness in the voice of the singer. The instrumental
performance was decent and what I'd expect to here in a heavy metal band like this.”

“I guess I'm a wuss when it comes to metal, but I feel like you need to build to this and not just kick you in the junk and run
with it. This one had some control, but was messy and lacked contrast.”

“I like that death metal sounds a little modern in this song but this song also makes it sound like it's on a comeback for sure.
The instrumentals are high energy and easy to follow.”

“I like the drums the most. The guitar is pretty good. The vocals are decent on the screaming. Maybe the chorus clean vocal
should be tuned to the track. The band sounds pretty heavy. I think the production could be music better.”

“I like the fast paced instrumentation, but most of all the percussion here. The production quality as well as the quality of the
sound are both good.”

“I like the guitar work here. Very professional. I also love the vocals. The production quality as well as the quality of the sound
are both good.”

“I like the sound of the vocals they contrast well. The lyrics are interesting. The instrumentals go well with the song without
overwhelming it. I would listen to this again.”

“I like the sound of the vocals, they are wonderfully grungy. The instrumentals go well with the song. The lyrics are interesting
to listen to. I would listen to this again.”

“I liked the hard driving guitar work and percussion and the intense vocals. This song gets you involved from the very start and
makes you want to listen for more. Fans of this genre will be pleased”

“I liked the vocal performance of the artist which was insanely powerful. I liked the heavy intensity of the instrumentation in
this song and in particular the guitars and drums sounded amazing.”

“I love the hardcore sound of the instruments used in this song. The lyrics are pretty good but what's really good is the way
the vocalist sings them. He's really into and that makes me get into it.”



“I loved the guitar. This song thrashed and was cool as hell. Singer had a really cool and unique voice too. Liked both the
background singing and growling”

“I loved the heavy intro and the fast drums and rhythm. The lead guitarist kept it fresh and threw in some very interesting
speed riffs into it. The vocalist had a solid voice and awesome growls, but the singing was average compared to it and was a
little bit of a let down for me.”

“I think the guitar work is good. I don't like the lead vocal or the lyrics. I think it has a good beat but would need to be
reworked to increase the commercial quality. It's mostly screaming.”

“I thought the guitar playing was really intense in this song, but that was good to hear. I think the vocals were also very deep
but yet powerful. Good job.”

“I thought the music was very "thrash metal" sounding, and very interesting, so I liked it. I do not really care for this type of
screaming vocalization.”

“I'm enjoying that the artist/vocalist is a little bit screamy in this song. I think that adds to the intensity of the instrumentals.
He's got the right idea for sure of letting his emotions pour out like he is.”

“Instrumentals sounded average overall. Vocals were subpar. Lyrics were average. Sound quality was okay. Had onies were
bad. Main melody and arrangement were mediocre. A lackluster song overall.”

“Instrumentals sounded great overall. Sound quality was good too. I liked the beat and overall tempo. Vocals were average as
were the lyrics. The main melody and arrangement were average.”

“Loved the trashy and screamy vocals on this. The vocals could be just a little better. Loved the sound of the guitars on this.
Kinda sounds like hatebreed.”

“Not bad, not bad at all. The vocals are a little rougher than I'd like, but maybe that's what they were aiming for. Good strong
instrumentation and the production is great.”

“Not the most creative title but the lyrics and the vocals appear less important in this performance. The melody is full of
energy and intensity throughout the track.”

“One particular thing that I liked about this song was the instrumentation, especially how intense it sounded. The guitar
playing also sounded distinct, which I liked as it made me more curious about the song.”

“Pure heavy metal here. The vocals are a little too rough for my taste, but the lyrics are good. The instrumentation is fast and
loud, perfect heavy metal. The production seems to be quality and the beat is good.”

“Really bold flow of the music the sound is really strong the tempo is really amazing I like the deep sounds that they have its
really bold and strong”



“Really heavy and the sound is really strong the metal sounds that they have are really good and bold I like it a lot really nice
and strong”

“The band is really tight, the music is amazing. The chorus was nice, and the singer was good for his style of music, it just
wasn't catchy enough, at least for me.”

“The guitar rush and the wild drum sound is only surpassed by the vocalist who seems angry and performs in the same
wavelength as the instrumentation. For the genre this is good.”

“The instruments were probably the most successful element here and kept me involved in listening for nearly the entire
track. The melody was solid and beat about as strong as it gets.”

“The intro of the song was great to listen to since it made me feel active and awake. The instrumentation made me feel happy
and made me want to work out. Overall, I liked the song.”

“The intro of the song was not that bad since it made me feel active, awake, and interested. The instrumentation was great to
listen to and overall, I liked the song because it made me feel good.”

“The melody was decent and the track provided ample beat for this listener. Overall I felt inspired by the track and kept
listening after the initial period of minimum. Good job overall with the track.”

“This is a great song , it has amazing vocals and the intrumentation is on point, I would recommend this song to my family and
to my friends”

“This is great, no holds barred. In addition to the intense rhythm section, guitar is dynamic, more to it than just power riffs.
Great and interesting arrangement.”

“This is my exact type of music and I wanted it to be good, it's fine but the lyrics are bad and the vocals seem like a teenager
is singing and I don't like it”

“This song didn't stand out that much tune wise, but it had a great arrangement, and they did the hammering riff really well.
Not just a grind, but real percussive feel to the guitars.”

“This song had a good contrast instrumentally, but the angry approach lyrically and the contrast seemed reversed, like it
should have been the other way around.”

“This song is so relate able to me. Sometimes people just have there limit and like the song says enough is enough. I really
love the lyrics and the artist did a a great job.”

“This song reminded me a lot of "I Stand Alone" by Godsmack. I really like this song! This band gives me a lot of energy, I think
this would be great workout music.”



“This song starts off and builds up to chanting and that is profoundly disappointing. The song seems out of synch with itself. I
wish it had more cohesion than it does.”

“This song was very much reminiscent of System of a Down, Napalm Death and a few other similar bands, but it was not as
successful as those groups in my opinion. It felt a little bit repetitive and the instrumentation was not as strong.”

“This was a good heavy track with some shredding guitars and agressive vocals. I lked the instrumentation on this track and
the production was average sounding as well. This will appeal to fans of heavier music for sure.”

“Very rowdy and enjoyable hard rock tune here that I really do not have any negative remarks to make about. I could see this
song being used for the UFC, to get the crowd hyped up for a big fight.”

“Vocals are strained... Save the screaming to give effect to your story. I can't hear the lyrics and learn more about your story
and who you are. Music is great.”



OVERALL TRACK RATING

THIS IS THE OVERALL RATING FOR THE TRACK AS CALCULATED FROM THE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF ALL THE REVIEWERS' RATINGS. THIS SIMPLY
MEASURES HOW "GOOD" THE TRACK IS OVERALL (NOT NECESSARILY MARKET
POTENTIAL).

LOOK FOR A MINIMUM OF 7.0 TO INDICATE A HIGH QUALITY TRACK

6.8/ 10

1) DIVERSITY OF OPINION: A SAMPLE GROUP OF REVIEWERS WITH
MANY DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW MAKES BETTER DECISIONS THAN
ONE WHERE EVERYONE HAS THE SAME INFORMATION.

2) INDEPENDENCE: THE REVIEWERS' OPINIONS ARE NOT INFLUENCED
BY OTHERS.

3) DECENTRALIZATION: ANSWERS ARE GIVEN BY INDIVIDUAL
REVIEWERS BASED ON THEIR OWN LOCAL AND SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE
RATHER THAN BY A CENTRAL PERSON.

4) AGGREGATION: THERE IS A WAY OF ACCURATELY MEASURING THE
SAMPLE GROUP'S COLLECTIVE ANSWER.

WISDOM OF CROWDS

WISDOM OF CROWDS IS A PROVEN METHODOLOGY THAT LARGE GROUPS OF ORDINARY PEOPLE ORGANIZED UNDER THE RIGHT CONDITIONS (A "SMART
CROWD"), OUTPERFORM SMALL GROUPS OF EXPERTS IN MAKING DECISIONS AND PREDICTIONS. IT IS NOT NEW. IT IS THE SCIENCE BEHIND GOOGLE AND
DECISION-MAKING IN SOME OF THE LARGEST COMPANIES IN THE WORLD. IT HAS BEEN PROVEN TIME AND AGAIN THAT COLLECTIVE WISDOM SURPASSES THE
EXPERTS.

THE 4 CONDITIONS REQUIRED TO FORM A "SMART CROWD" THAT DELIVERS AN ACCURATE REVIEW ARE:
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